Abstract The availability of high-throughput genomic technologies has resulted in the identification of millions of DNA polymorphisms, candidate genes and metabolites associated with several economically important traits in livestock production. However, despite the increase in DNA markers and candidate genes associated with these productivity traits, only a small proportion of phenotypic variation in these traits can be explained. This missing heritability creates a need to address the other levels of regulation of gene expression such as the levels occurring post-translation including metabolites. There is also need to use biological network analysis to understand the complex relationships and interactions among genes, metabolites, and markers in shaping the traits of economic importance in livestock production. At the moment, biological network analysis is still in its infancy in animal science; however, it has a great potential to create a holistic view of the underlying biological mechanisms associated with the variation in important traits in livestock production. The goal is to describe some of the approaches used to identify novel DNA variants associated with economically important traits in livestock and address biological interaction network reconstruction, analysis, and application in research in animal science.
Introduction
Profits in any enterprise are defined as the difference between costs and returns. In livestock production, profits can be increased by reducing the costs of production (inputs) and/or by increasing the returns. Returns can be increased by increasing production and/or by increasing the price of the product. Considering the limited capacity to increase production, farmers may seek to emphasize quality so as to increase the price of the product.
In most livestock production systems, the cost of feed is the largest single expense (input). It accounts for between 60 and 70 % of the total cost of production in beef cattle [3, 29] , about 65 % of total costs in pigs [32] , and approximately 70 % in broilers [1] . On the other hand, production traits (outputs) differ across different livestock production systems such as eggs and meat in poultry production, milk in dairy production, and meat in beef cattle and pig production systems. These production traits influence the economic success in livestock production, which relies on producing products of high economic value at the lowest cost possible [50] .
Most of the traits that are of economic importance to livestock producers are quantitative in nature; they are influenced by multiple genes, each causing a small effect on the trait. In addition, most economically important traits are correlated. Therefore, selecting individuals for one trait could impact upon another trait.
In the past, selection of individuals for economically important traits was solely based on phenotypic measurements and statistical predictions using information collected from relatives [14] . Although this strategy has had several successes, the advent of genetic markers for marker-assisted selection has the potential to increase the accuracy of selection and reduce generation interval resulting in an increase in the response to selection [73] . Genetic markers are especially important when it is expensive to collect the required phenotypic data on the traits of interest, or in traits, such as carcass traits, which cannot be measured until the animal has been sacrificed making it unavailable for breeding.
The growing need to use genetic markers for selecting animals for breeding has resulted in a surge in highthroughput genomic techniques and the generation of large amounts of data on DNA polymorphisms and potential candidate genes [64] . However, despite the increase in DNA markers and candidate genes associated with several economically important traits, only a small proportion of the phenotypic variation in quantitative traits can be explained by the genetic markers [64] . The amount of variation explained by DNA markers is even lower when the effects of the same markers are assessed in unrelated populations. This can be partly attributed to the nature of association between the DNA markers and the trait, which may either be statistical or functional. Statistical association is based on linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the marker and the causal DNA variant [73] . Statistical association indicates that the marker associated with the variation in the trait of interest may not be causing the phenotypic variation; however, it is inherited together with the unknown functional DNA variant more frequently than by random chance; that is, the marker is in LD with the functional DNA variant. Statistical associations are relatively more difficult to replicate across different populations [73] possibly due to decay of LD resulting in different LD patterns between different populations especially populations separated by geographical isolation [19] . Functional association analysis, on the other hand, utilizes DNA markers with functional relevance to the biological mechanisms regulating a trait. As a result, these markers may be associated with a larger effect on the variation of the corresponding trait and because they do not rely necessarily on LD, they are expected to be reproducible across diverse populations offering more accurate and reproducible predictions of the levels of the trait even in untested populations [73] . For example, a functional variant observed in the MC4R gene has been shown to have consistent effects on pig growth and fat deposition traits across populations and environments [42] [43] [44] 78] .
This missing heritability has been attributed to several factors reviewed in detail by Maher [51] and Hill [30] . These factors include:
• Statistical errors arising from the models including markers that are identified to be significantly associated with a trait when they are in fact false positives.
• The contribution of many loci to the trait's variation [81] . This is the infinitesimal model first described by
Fisher [20] indicating that quantitative traits are regulated by possibly an infinite number of genes each with a small effect on the trait [6] . This concept was also illustrated by Nagamine et al. [57] who developed an analytical approach to detect regions containing multiple alleles that individually contribute too little variance to be detectable by genome-wide association studies.
• Transient epigenetic effects could contribute to heritability estimates from close relatives [72] .
• Interaction between DNA variants with differing effects on the same trait that may even cause diluting effects to each other. This is illustrated in animals by PRKAG3 [10] and MC4R [18] .
• Interaction between different DNA variants with differing effects on different traits (pleiotropy) though these were suggested to be rare [79] .
• Interaction between alleles at the same loci resulting in varying degrees of dominance effects which cannot be detected in the heritability of a trait.
In this review, we discuss some of the approaches used to identify DNA markers associated with economically important traits. We also explore the use of biological networks in analyzing the interactions among candidate genes, DNA polymorphisms, metabolites; and understanding the biological pathways involved in regulation of gene expression for productivity traits.
Association Analysis
In biological sciences, association analysis refers to the process of finding variations in different boundaries of cellular processes or molecules and assessing their correlation with the variation in a trait. These boundaries are referred to as levels of constraints or control constraints [76] outlined in Fig. 1 . The molecules may be at the DNA level (marker genotypes) or at the level of metabolites (such as hormones and enzymes). The primary objective in association analysis is to develop markers (genetic, metabolic, etc.) that could be used to accurately predict the level of a trait without necessarily obtaining the phenotypic data on the trait.
There are two major approaches used to perform association analysis in animal sciences; the quantitative trail locus/loci (QTL) mapping approach and the candidate gene approach.
The QTL Mapping Approach QTL mapping describes the approach used to identify chromosome regions associated with variation in quantitative traits. This approach assumes that the actual genes and functional DNA variants associated with the trait are unknown and instead it identifies DNA markers that are in LD with the causative DNA variants [28] .
QTL mapping can be classified as either family based (classical) or population based (association analysis). Classical QTL mapping relies on experimental populations of animals that are developed by breeding specific individuals or lines to maximize the LD in families. Family-wise LD decays through recombination after a few generations of random mating; therefore, it is not long term [28] . Alternatively, QTL mapping may be performed using naturally occurring populations and thereby exploit population-wise LD as shown in Evans et al. [17] . This approach differs from classical QTL mapping because population-wise LD has undergone several recombination events resulting from random mating. Population-wise LD persists for a longer period across a larger number of generations than family-wise LD [28] . A detailed review of QTL mapping was discussed by Hayes [28] .
The Candidate Gene Approach
The candidate gene approach is a functional association approach, which assumes that a gene whose function is related to the physiology of the trait contains a polymorphism that causes variation in that trait [28] . Unlike QTL mapping which identifies markers linked to the gene, the candidate gene approach identifies potential causative gene(s) that contain(s) DNA variant(s) associated with phenotypic variation in the trait of interest [86] . The candidate gene approach consists of four strategies:
The comparative genomics strategy is used to identify candidate genes in particular species by comparing the structure and functions of candidate genes in other species assuming that genes may be functionally conserved or structurally homologous [86] . This approach has been utilized in mouse models to identify putative genes that confer susceptibility to human diseases [55] . In addition, the approach was also applied after the identification of the role of CAST gene in meat tenderness in cattle [68] to identify its role in influencing meat tenderness in other species such as sheep [45] . The predictions are occasionally inefficient because of the biological differences among species due to the genetic heterogeneity and evolutionary differentiation [86] .
The position-dependent strategy utilizes physical linkage of genes in a QTL region [86] . This strategy aims at known QTL regions with the genes located in their vicinity considered as candidates. Successful applications of the position-dependent strategy have been reported in previous studies including the association between a missense mutation located in the DGAT1 gene and milk yield and composition in cattle [24] and that in PRKAG3 gene with glycogen content in skeletal muscles in pigs [9, 54] .
In addition, DNA polymorphisms located in the GDF8/ MSTN gene were shown to be associated with carcass traits in sheep [37] , double muscling and racing performance in dogs [56] , and double muscling in cattle [53] . Associations between haplotypes of the IGF1 gene with body size in dogs were reported by Sutter [77] . The difficulty in this strategy is to prioritize the positional candidate genes to identify the genes with more functional relevance to the trait.
The function-dependent strategy aims at identifying genes whose biological functions are related to the physiological processes causing variation in a trait. It could use gene expression profiles associated with the trait and/or information from gene knock-out and transgenic animals [86] . The function-dependent strategy was used by (among others) [67] to identify the association between ESR gene and litter size in pigs.
The last strategy is the combination strategy that may involve a combination of two or more of the three aforementioned strategies. For example, the position-dependent strategy could be combined with mRNA expression profiles to identify candidate genes associated with a trait as reported by Kelly et al. [41] . The combination strategy was also used by Liu et al. [49] to identify genes that confer resistance to Marek's disease among resistant and susceptible chickens, and by Schwerin et al. [70] to identify functional candidate genes associated with mastitis in dairy cattle. Other studies that utilized the combination strategy include [9] ; to identify new alleles in the protein kinase adenosine monophosphate-activated gamma (3)-subunit gene and their association with low glycogen content in pig skeletal muscle resulting in improved meat quality and [10] ; to identify alleles in the CAST gene and their association with meat quality in pigs. Some additional mutations identified using the candidate gene approaches were reviewed by Andersson and Georges [2] .
Metabolites as Intermediate Phenotypes in Association Analysis
If the gene is considered as the start point and the phenotype (trait) is considered as the end point (Fig. 1) , all the parameters that are involved in the development of the end point can be considered as intermediate phenotypes.
However, certain conditions, as described by Kronenberg [47] , need to be met before the parameter can be considered as a suitable intermediate phenotype. The most important of these conditions is that the parameter should be as close to the end point as possible. The intermediate phenotype should also considerably decrease the heterogeneity of the end point phenotype, which dramatically increases the power to detect a gene influencing the intermediate phenotype. If the association between a gene and an intermediate phenotype is strong and the gene has a huge effect on the intermediate phenotype then we can be optimistic that the gene would also have a strong effect on the endpoint. If the effect is low, then we will be warned in advance that the association with the endpoint may be even lower and, therefore, the gene may be of less relevance [47] .
Significant associations between genetic and metabolic markers and phenotypes have been reported; [82] reported significant association between mutations in the NCAPG and GDF8 genes and average daily gain in two independent populations of cattle. These authors also observed a significant association between the mutation in the NCAPG with plasma levels of carnitine, arginine, and total dimethylarginine. These results indicate that the significant metabolites could be utilized as intermediate phenotypes linking average daily gain in cattle and the mutation in NCAPG gene. In a separate study, Pliakogiannis et al. [61] reported significant association between serum carnitine levels and body weight and serum triglyceride levels in humans. If validated, the metabolites reported in these studies may have the potential to be used as intermediate phenotypes in selection of cattle for average daily gain and prediction of body weight in humans, respectively. Therefore, metabolites, as intermediate phenotypes, can be used as biomarkers to predict the levels of certain traits, where measuring the levels of the metabolite offers more convenience than measuring the phenotype. However, for these predictions to be highly accurate there should be high correlation between the phenotype and the levels of the metabolite(s).
Biological Networks
When several parameters such as DNA polymorphisms, genes, and metabolites are associated with a trait, the level of the endpoint is no longer the sum of the individual effects; it is also determined by the modes of interactions between the parameters generally called biological networks [27] .
In biological networks a node defines the component molecule being analyzed; it could be a gene (gene network), a metabolite (metabolic network), a protein (protein network), RNA (RNA network), or regulatory networks [4] . The number of links to a node is defined as k or node's degree or connectivity and most nodes have multiple links. The highly connected nodes in a network are called hubs consisting of molecules having a major biological role and are expected to be older and more conserved across individuals and species [4] . Molecules located at the periphery of the network (peripheral nodes) may play a major role on the specific trait of interest but do not have a big impact on other traits due to their low connectivity. It is hypothesized that mutations or deletions of genes at the hub will cause effects on multiple traits compared to mutations located in genes located away from the hub. Trait modules can be developed from the hypothesis that if a gene is involved in regulating a certain trait, the genes that interact with it will also be involved in that trait and the direction of interaction relates to the direction of regulation [4] . An illustration of the features of biological networks is shown in Fig. 2 .
There are three major types of biological networks in animal science; gene, metabolic, and phenotypic networks.
Gene and Metabolic Networks
Gene networks are a reconstruction of the biological processes that result in interactions between multiple genes [15] . Metabolic networks consist of metabolites as the nodes and biochemical reactions transforming these metabolites into each other [60] . These biochemical processes usually utilize enzymes to convert substrates to products. The product of the reaction becomes the substrate for the subsequent step in the biochemical pathway. Therefore, variations in the substrate may cause variation in the levels of products formed, resulting in metabolic interaction. Other metabolites may act as inhibitors or enhancers acting at specific steps along the biochemical pathways and also causing variation in the levels of products formed [60] . A metabolic pathway, therefore, indicates all the possible interactions that can exist between several metabolites and using information on the pathway, one can determine whether the effect is a reduction or an increase in the levels of the product.
Phenotypic Networks
Phenotypic networks are characterized by phenotypes as nodes and the links represent biological processes and molecular relationships that are common between the interacting traits [4] . Phenotypic networks can, therefore, be inferred using correlations between individual traits. However, although phenotypic correlation matrices indicate the interactions which can be used to infer the networks, they do not indicate the biological processes that cause the interactions. Phenotypic networks have been used more extensively in human disease studies to develop the ''human diseasome'' [23] . Although no phenotypic network has been constructed for economically important traits in livestock, uncovering links between traits would help to understand how traits that phenotypically appear different may be linked at the molecular level. These networks may be used to predict the effects of selecting animals for one trait on the other linked traits. This technique, therefore, offers new approaches to developing complex animal breeding programs and the economic weights used for various traits when developing selection indices.
Analysis and Manipulation of Biological Networks
Biological networks can be reconstructed using various datasets including lists of genes or metabolites from association studies, results from gene expression studies, or matrices consisting of phenotypic correlations. Programs such as IPA (Ingenuity systems) can reconstruct networks using lists of genes or metabolites while programs such as GenePath [88] infer pathways from gene expression data and Vector PathBlazer [63] reconstructs the networks from a combination of information from different databases.
There are several approaches to the analysis of biological networks including visualization [38] . Tools such as Pathway Editor [74] can be used to manually create visualizations while programs such as Pathway Studio [58] , PathwayFinder [85] , and PubGene [35] use information in databases to build and create visualization of the pathways. The layout of the biological network is usually automated by the program [87] . However, the automated layout may lack specific biological information such as sub-cellular localization of the respective gene in the cell (as shown in Fig. 2 ). In IPA, (and possibly other programs) the user can customize the information required in the network and its layout.
Using Pathway Studio [58] the user can interactively expand specific molecules and complexes to show specific regions of the network more clearly. Some programs such as IPA (Ingenuity Systems) assign different shapes for the nodes which represent different molecule classes such that the shape representing an enzyme will be different from the shape representing a receptor.
Comparative analysis of the topology of a biological network can aid in identifying the underlying biological functions associated with the trait. For example, if networks were reconstructed for different animal species, the user can use PathBlast [40] to identify network differences and the biological functions associated with them.
Osprey [5] is a program that can superimpose a network on top of another to identify similarities and differences between them [87] . Biological networks can also be filtered so as to visualize only specific nodes or links [87] In programs such as IPA (Ingenuity Systems) a list of biological pathways will be created with a corresponding significance value (-Log P value) for each pathway and compared against a threshold to identify the biological pathways significantly associated with the phenotype in study. A detailed analysis of each pathway can be obtained in the canonical pathway analysis section within the program, which is a database of biochemical pathways, involving genes, proteins, or metabolites (Ingenuity Knowledgebase).
By using these analysis tools, the nature of interactions existing between molecules in the nodes of any biological network and the biological processes underlying certain traits can be identified.
Examples of Biological Networks in Animal Science
The advent of high-throughput genotyping and sequencing techniques and the completion of whole genome sequencing in several animal species including cattle [16] , pig [25] , and chicken [31] have led to a rapid increase in molecular data and the discovery of several genes [52, 64] . This genomic revolution has also provided tools to investigate the interactions among genes and their association with phenotypes of economic importance in livestock production. Once discovered, the genes, networks, and biological processes will provide a more complete and accurate understanding of the respective traits and could be used to make predictions of complex traits when phenotypic values are unavailable [52] .
Cattle
Productivity in cattle relies on the efficiency of feed utilization (input) and the quality and quantity of production. The economically important traits depend on the production system such as average daily gain and meat quality in beef and pig operations, milk quantity and quality and reproductive traits in dairy operations, reproductive traits in cow-calf operations, and fiber in wool-sheep and alpaca operations. Other traits of importance include resistance or susceptibility to diseases and fertility.
A gene network containing 3,159 genes associated with 22 measures related to puberty, fertility, growth, and body composition in beef cattle heifers was reconstructed by [21] . Among other benefits, this study showed that the gene network approach captured more information than analyses that utilize LD only. This study was followed up with the analysis of gene networks associated with ten growth and fertility traits in Brangus heifers [22] . These authors reported the importance of genes involved in biological processes such as axon guidance (a pathway known to influence release of LHRH), regulation of cellular localization, regulation of neurotransmitter secretion, and regulation of membrane potential. In addition, the authors identified 5 transcription factors that were located as hubs in the network indicating that their regulatory role may impact the entire network.
Jiang et al. [36] described a candidate gene association and gene network analysis for 19 traits related to carcass quality and eating quality in Wagyu 9 Limousin crosses. These traits included phenotypic measurements for carcass weight, carcass rib eye area, subcutaneous fat, pelvic and heart fat, and marbling; and taste panel measurements for tenderness, juiciness, and flavor. These traits were generally classified into three categories; carcass measurements, eating quality, and fatty acid composition. They identified 10 genes associated with carcass measurements, 7 genes associated with eating quality, and 5 genes associated with fatty acid composition. Through gene network analysis, the authors reported that the three classes of phenotypes did not share a lot of gene networks indicating a high degree of genetic independence between them. Therefore, the authors concluded that marker-assisted selection to improve one category of these traits would not interfere with the improvement of another category.
Seo and Lewin [71] set out to create a cattle-specific metabolic pathway database using the MetaCyc database [8] and the PathwayTools software [39] . Using comparative analysis of metabolic pathways, the authors revealed the absence of mammalian genes for 22 metabolic enzymes whose activities were reported in the literature. For example, the cattle orthologs of human genes ECGF1, CERK, FAAH2, ALG12, and EARS2 were not identified. This may have resulted from the fact that the generated metabolic network highly depends on the primary genome annotation [59] , which is heavily dependent on sequence homology to human and mouse [12] .
Hudson et al. [34] proposed a new algorithm to correctly identify the gene containing causal mutation with microarray data using bovine myostatin mutants. This approach identified the causal mutation by globally contrasting coexpression network dynamics. The authors used the differential wiring method to compare RNA expression levels at several developmental stages and contrasted them between the Wagyu and Peidmontese phenotypic differences. They developed a correlation expression network to identify those nodes in the network whose links with other nodes changed significantly between the two breeds and termed these as differential wiring. Then using expression levels for the genes and the level of differential wiring, they developed an algorithm that defined a regulatory impact factor such that genes that were highly expressed and had high differential wiring were defined to have a high regulatory impact factor. They further propose that this approach can be applied to other 'omics data because its mathematical approaches mesh well with the known biology of regulatory and nonregulatory molecules. This proposal was tested by Reverter et al. [65] to identify regulators associated with phenotypic differences in breast cancer and adipocyte differentiation and showed that it appeared universally applicable.
A metabolic network was reconstructed using 1,743 metabolites in the mammary gland tissue [80] . The authors identified 20 metabolites located in hubs and 11 key enzymes were associated with significant changes in expression during mastitis. Many of the enzymes identified were either involved in amino acid metabolism or had a direct connection to amino acid metabolism.
Pigs
Productivity traits in pig production are those related to meat production, litter sizes, feed consumption, and disease resistance or susceptibility. There are limited studies that have attempted to use biological networks in pig-specific data. Possibly the most relevant study of gene networks in pig productivity traits was an analysis of eQTL performed using whole genome expression microarray using the loin muscle [75] . These authors reported 62 unique eQTL and identified 3 gene networks involved in biological processes related to lipid metabolism, DNA replication, and cell cycle regulation. In addition, they identified 2 potential candidate genes, AKR7A2 and TXNDC12, that were part of the gene network associated with lipid metabolism and their location overlapped with QTL for marbling, intramuscular fat, and loin muscle area. In a similar study, gene networks were inferred from eQTL using RNA obtained from Longissimus dorsi muscle in pigs. The gene networks were inferred from 272 genes having at least one eQTL [48] . Hornshøj et al. [33] reported a novel study of two porcine tissues based on integrative analysis of data from expression profiling of identical samples using cDNA microarray and iTRAQ-based proteomics. They showed that the differences in transcript and protein levels across heart and muscle tissues were positively correlated. These authors did not reconstruct interaction networks but they assessed correlations between protein and transcript levels between microarray and sequencing technologies.
In relation to litter size, differential gene expression analysis was performed using tissues from the ovaries of low and high prolificacy sows during pregnancy [66] . The sows were categorized in high or low prolificacy depending on their breeding values for prolificacy and 6 sows were selected from each class. The analysis identified 189 differentially expressed genes which were involved in immune system activation, regulation of maternal homeostasis by complement and coagulation cascades and lipid and fatty acid metabolism, which may be involved in steroidogenic pathways. The authors also indicated that 22 of the differentially expressed genes were located in the same regions with previously reported QTL for litter size traits.
Poultry
The completion of the chicken whole genome sequence in 2004 [84] enabled investigations into biological interactions [7] . The chicken genome was also used to create a draft genome assembly for the turkey genome completed in 2010 [13] . To explore biological interactions in chicken, an interactome was created using 8,140 genes and established 72,000 interactions [46] . This interactome can be used by specific users to extract sub-networks and study specific biological processes.
Several additional studies have aimed at reconstructing biological networks to study specific traits. For example, Ciraci et al. [11] reconstructed a gene network using genes differentially expressed between endotoxin-stimulated verses non-stimulated macrophages and showed that endotoxin exposure significantly affected the expression of IL1B, IL6, IL8, and TLR15; and Schokker et al. [69] reported a gene network reconstructed using gene expression data associated with intestinal salmonellosis in poultry.
Application of Biological Networks in Animal Breeding
Recent rapid advances in genomic and bioinformatics technologies have allowed researchers in animal sciences to analyze biological networks, and identify and characterize the molecular components of traits, and the variations associated with them [83] . However, the quantitative aspects of traits do not simply arise from the sum of the properties of individual components of the ''trait system'' under investigation but depend on dynamic interactions between these components at various biological levels [83] . A summary of genetic interactions was discussed by Drees et al. [15] using a model of two DNA variants/mutations A and B and included:
Noninteractive interaction occurs when A has no effect on the trait when B is present or B has no effect when A is present. However, when A and B have no effect on the trait, but the AB combination has an effect, the interaction is termed Synthetic interaction.
Epistatic interaction occurs when A and B have different effects (in terms of direction or magnitude) but individuals with both mutations have the same phenotype as having either A or B. While, when the A, B, and the AB combination have the same effect the interaction is named Asynthetic interaction.
Conditional interaction occurs when A has an effect only when B is present, or the B mutant has an effect only when A is present. On the contrary, Suppressive interaction occurs when A has an effect but that effect is abolished by adding the suppressor B, which itself shows no singlemutant effect.
Additive interaction: single-mutant effects combine to give a double-mutant effect. A single-nonmonotonic interaction is when B shows opposing effects in the A background, or A shows opposing effects in the B background, but not both; and a double-nonmonotonic interaction is when both A and B show opposing effects in the background with the other mutant gene.
Therefore, to understand the effects of biological networks on a trait, it is important to evaluate the mode of interactions and the level of dynamicity of the biological networks.
The rationale of the application of biological networks in animal sciences is the development of predictive models of animal traits that help to understand the biology of traits and that can be applied for the prediction, modulation, and improvement of traits [62] . We will attempt to clarify this concept as follows.
The knowledge derived from biological networks, if used optimally, can be used to generate accurate and comprehensive predictions of performance characteristics of animals kept under normal or specified conditions [83] . This can be exemplified by the already existing application of ''predictive biology'' in ''genomic selection,'' which can be used to predict the breeding value of individual animals in the absence of direct phenotypic measurements. Gene networks in this case would be used to expand the genomic selection models to include the expected interactions between the component markers.
Once the breeding values have been estimated (more accurately) the knowledge of genotype-phenotype relationships and biological interactions may be used for the development of precision-mating systems that maximize the non-additive variation of traits [83] . The mating systems will definitely be superior to the current systems because the current systems rely more on the additive effects of genes, which do not capture the entire contribution from genetic variations [26] .
Another important application of biological networks is the sorting of animals to establish the individuals which are best equipped for optimal performance under defined environmental and management conditions [83] .
As a result of the biological networks approach, knowledge on the relationships between molecular composition, biological mechanisms, and the behavior of trait systems can developed to create a better understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms associated with the traits and may also aid in the identification of genomic variation causally associated with economically important traits in livestock.
Conclusion
Following association analysis, reconstruction of biological networks is a critical part in research in livestock science and several other organisms. First, the reconstruction of biological networks is useful in identification of additional candidate molecules associated with the phenotype under study. The assumption is that once the molecules associated with a trait have been identified, all molecules that interact with the already identified molecule(s) are considered as potentially associated with the trait. Second, biological networks can be used to identify the biological processes associated with the trait being studied. The biological processes are used to create a better understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms associated with the trait. Therefore, even if a trait is complex and its underlying biological mechanisms are not well understood, biological networks can be used to identify processes that may potentially control the trait. Finally, biological networks can be used to assess interactions between molecules such as genes or proteins. Understanding the interactions may be useful in predicting the effects of manipulating one molecule on the molecules that interact with it. The network may be used to predict the impact of manipulating one trait on other traits that share similar interacting genes.
Due to these benefits, and the ever-increasing amount of molecular data generated by ''omics'' studies, we anticipate that biological network reconstruction and analysis will remain one of the superior approaches for analysis.
